eView™

In-Car Display

Simply
One
Smart
Display

eView connects to everything that matters.

eView Technical Specifications
Diagonal Size
10.1 inches DH

Polarized Surface
Glare, 3H hard-coating
(surface treatment)

Display Area
W 216.96mm x H 135.6mm
(active area)

Connectivity
3G module included

Resolution
1280 x 800 (RGB pixel format)

Emergency Call
24/7 access to direct link
with OTISLINE®

Viewing Angle
85˚

Compliance
Compliant with European
code standards

eView screens are for representation only. Acutual designs may vary by country.

Otis eView combines passenger entertainment, car indicator
functionality, system monitoring and emergency call technology into
one smart, stylish display.
1. Inform
Provides passengers with car direction, location and destination information, as well as date and time.

2. Entertain
Keeps passengers connected to the world, streaming fun and useful information.

3. Customize
eView design templates, layouts and content displayed, can be easily customized by the building
manager through the eService customer portal.

4. Integrate
Fully integrated into the car operating panel and features a built-in 3G module to ensure connectivity.
A single phone line is used for both emergency calls and data transfers, eliminating the need for
multiple lines.

5. Monitor
Integrates seamlessly with the Otis Remote Elevator Monitoring (REM®) system, tracking hundreds
of system functions.

Secure
First to offer a direct, live video link
to an OTISLINE® customer service
representative.

Customize the experience
Choose
Base Package
With the base package, the eView in-car display automatically
broadcasts national weather information and trivia.

›

Premium Package
The premium package gives building managers access to additional
content options that include world news, local weather, and sports,
reported by famous broadcasters from around the globe.

Customize
Choose from two layouts and many background options to
display on-screen content.
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Layout 1
Main screen
and banner
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Layout 2
Main screen only

›
Connect
Create customized notices for on-screen display that alerts
tenants and visitors to building news. Use playlist and time
screen functionality to show different messages and content
at different times of the day.

›
Manage
Customize and manage content through the eService customer
portal at any time and from any device—computer, tablet or
smartphone.

Otis is the world’s largest manufacturer and maintainer of people-moving products, including elevators, escalators and
moving walkways. Founded more than 160 years ago by the inventor of the safety elevator, Otis offers products and
services through its companies in more than 200 countries and territories, and maintains more than 1.9 million elevators
and escalators worldwide. Otis is a unit of United Technologies Corp., a leading provider to the aerospace and building
systems industries worldwide.
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